
Abstract
IDDQ or steadystatecurrent testinghas beenextensively
usedin the industryas a mainstreamdefectdetectionand
reliability screen. The background leakage current has
increasedsignificantlywith theadventof ultra deepsubmi-
cron technologies. The increased background leakage
makesit difficult to usesinglethresholdIDDQ testingto dif-
ferentiate defect-free chips from those with defectsthat
draw small amount of currents. Several techniquesthat
improve theresolutionof IDDQ testinghavebeenproposed
to replacethesinglethresholddetectionscheme. However,
eventhesetechniquesarechallengedto detectdefectsin the
presenceof leakage currentsin excessof a few mA.All of
thesetechniquesusea singleIDDQ measurementpercircuit
configuration for detectionandthusthescalabilityof these
techniquesis limited.QuiescentSignalAnalysis(QSA)is a
novel IDDQ defectdetectionand diagnosistechniquethat
uses IDDQ measurementsat multiple chip supply pads.
Implicit in our methodology is a leakage calibration tech-
nique that scalesthe total leakage current over multiple
simultaneousmeasurements.This helps in decreasingthe
background leakage componentin individual measure-
mentsandthusincreasestheresolutionof this techniqueto
subtledefects.Theeffectivenessof this techniqueis demon-
stratedin this paperusingsimulationexperimentson por-
tion of a productionpower grid. Predictedchip sizeand
leakagevaluesfromtheInternationalTechnologyRoadmap
for semiconductors (ITRS)are usedin theseexperiments.
The performanceof the proposedtechnique is evaluated
usingthreedifferentintra-dieprocessvariationdistribution
models.

1.0  Introduction
The advantagesof analyzingpower grid signalswere

recognizedmorethanadecadeagowith theintroductionof
IDDQ testing.Here,an elevation in the steady-statecurrent
of a chip beyond a thresholdwasdeterminedto be a reli-
able indicationof the presenceof a shortingdefectin the
circuit undertest(CUT). Unfortunately, advancesin silicon
technology, in combinationwith increasesin chip sizeand
transistordensity, have causedincreasesin thebackground
steady-statecurrentof defect-freechips,makingit difficult
to distinguishthe defective chips using a single threshold
technique[1]. Along with the increasein themagnitudeof
backgroundleakagecurrent,the variability in the current
valuefrom chip-to-chip(inter-die) aswell asbetweendif-
ferentregionsof a particularchip (intra-die)hasincreased

significantly. However, the propertiesof the power grid
continueto remain attractive from a testing perspective,
and alternative multi-thresholdIDDQ methodsand novel
transient techniques are drawing considerable attention.

Several techniquesthat rely on a self-relative or differ-
ential analysis,in which the averageIDDQ of eachchip is
factoredinto the pass/fail thresholdhave beenproposed.
Although theapplicationof thesetechniquesto low power
chipswill continue,thesemethodsareexpectedto become
increasingly less effective for high performanceASICs
with high background leakage currents. This is true
becausean increasein the thresholdsemployed by these
techniquesto accountfor increasedleakagewill reduce
their resolution to defect currents.

An alternatecalibrationstrategy that may have better
scalingpropertiesis to distribute the total leakagecurrent
acrossa set of measurements.This is accomplishedby
introducingprobinghardwareeitheronchipor off chip that
allowsaccessto individualpowersupplyports.Themethod
proposedin this work called QuiescentSignal Analysis
(QSA), is designedto exploit this type of leakagecalibra-
tion asa meansof increasingdefectdetectionresolution.A
secondary diagnostic benefit of such a technique is
described in [2-5].

A linear regressionanalysisprocedureis proposedfor
QSA that calibratesfor high backgroundleakagecurrents.
This procedureis derivedfrom our previouswork on Tran-
sientSignalAnalysis [6]. In TSA, multiple power supply
transientsignalsareanalyzedsimultaneouslyasameansof
both detectingthe regional signalvariationsintroducedby
defectsanddiminishingthesignalvariationsintroducedby
processvariationeffects.In QSA, this procedureperforms
a similar function of distinguishingglobally distributed
leakage current from the regional defect current.

In this work, an extensive setof spicesimulationsare
used to demonstratethe defect detectioncapabilitiesof
QSA in presenceof significantbackgroundleakagenoise
and threedifferent intra-device processvariation models.
The analysisis performedon a portion of a Production
Power Grid (PPG)referredto as the Q9. The simulation
modelswerederived usingprojectedvaluesfor chip size,
number of power supply ports and leakage currents
obtainedfrom theITRS [7]. As it is infeasibleto run spice
simulationson thewholechip, thesimulationmodelswere
derivedby scalingthewholechip valuesto thesizeof the
Q9. Defect-freechipsweremodeledusingITRS specified
“whole chip” leakagevalues in the range of 1mA to
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150mA.This rangecovershigh andmediumperformance,
medium power and low power chips. Three different
intra-device processvariation distributions were used in
combinationwith theabovementionedbaseleakagevalues
to generate48 defectfree models.Two of the local varia-
tion modelsweresymmetricor regular in naturewhile the
third modelwasrandom.1800defectmodelsweregener-
atedusingdefectvaluesin therangeof 10µA to 100µA in
combinationwith theabove mentioneddefect-freemodels
to determine the detection resolution.

2.0  Related Work
Single-thresholdIDDQ techniquereliedon the fact that

the steadystatecurrentdistribution of defect-freechipsis
distinct from thatof thedefective ones.A chip thatdraws
currentthatexceedsthedefect-freecurrentdistribution by
a fixed thresholdis deemedasdefective. With the advent
of deepsub-microntechnologies,theoverlapin thesedis-
tributions makes it difficult to set an absolutepass/fail
threshold.The increasein sub-thresholdandgate leakage
currentsin newer technologiescan result in defect-free
leakagecurrents that are significantly higher than the
defectcurrent.Thus, calibrationmethodsare requiredto
reducethe adverse effects of high leakagecurrentson
defect current resolution.Several techniquesbasedon a
self-relative or differentialanalysisareproposedasa solu-
tion to this problem.A currentsignaturemethodis pro-
posedby Gattiker et. al. [8], that looks for discontinuities
in the curve obtainedby sorting IDDQ measurementsin
ascendingorder. Delta IDDQ is a differentialIDDQ method
proposedby Thibeault [9] in which differencesbetween
successive IDDQ measurementsarecomparedto a thresh-
old. Maxwell et. al. [10], proposeda currentratio method
wherechipspecificthresholdsarederivedby usingvectors
that producethe minimum andmaximumIDDQ values.A
clustering techniquethat groups good chips separately
from bad chips is proposedby Jandhyala et. al. [11].
Daaschet. al. [12] describea methodthat predictsdevice
IDDQ usingthespatialproximity correlationsamongchips
on a wafer. Variyam [13] proposesa linear prediction
basedtechniquein which eachIDDQ valueamonga setof
valuesfor a given chip is predictedfrom the remaining
IDDQ valuesin theset.Singhet. al [14] showed that IDDQ

readingsof theneighboringdie on a wafercanbeusedfor
variancereductionandto identify wafer-level spatialoutli-
ers. Sabadeet. al [15][16] have also developedmethods
basedon wafer-level spatialcorrelationanalysisin which
they derive a maximumdefect-freeIDDQ thresholdfrom
the analysis of neighboring die.

Many of theseprocess-tolerantIDDQ methodsuserela-
tive pass/fail thresholdsinstead of absolutethresholds.
Also the other major similarity in all of the above tech-
niquesis that they usea singleIDDQ measurementpercir-

cuit configurationper die. As the variancein the IDDQ

valuesincreases,it tendsto increasethethresholdbandsin
mostof thesetechniques,thusdecreasingtheir defectreso-
lution. QSAdiffersfrom thesemethodsby correlatingindi-
vidual supplyIDDQs within eachstatevector. A regression
analysisprocedurein combinationwith outlier analysisis
used to differentiate defect-free and defective devices.
Therefore,the cross-correlationperformedin QSA addi-
tionally calibratesfor vector-to-vector variations.This is
likely to further improve the processtolerance of the
method.Also this methodcanbeusedin combinationwith
all of the above mentionedvector-to-vectoranalysistech-
niques to further improve defect resolution.

Anotheradvantageof a methodthat usesmultiple sup-
ply port measurementsis the natural scalability that this
approachincorporates.The scalability featuresof QSA
shouldmake it possiblefor it to remaineffective at detect-
ing defectsaschipsget largerandincorporatelargernum-
bersof moredenselypacked transistors.QSA is designed
to exploit designtrendsthat add additional supply ports
(padsthatinterfaceto theexternalsupply)aschipsizesand
currentrequirementsincrease.However, it shouldbenoted
thatthis benefitof increasedresolutioncomeswith thecost
of increasedtesttime asmultiple measurementsneedto be
performed per vector.

Perhapsa greaterbenefitof usingmultiple power sup-
ply signals is that they offer information beyond defect
detection.In our previouswork, we have demonstratedthe
ability of QSA for applicationto defect diagnosis[2-5].
The procedurepredicts the (x,y) coordinatesat which a
defectdraws currentfrom the power grid in the layout.To
our knowledge,no othermethodthatis basedon theanaly-
sisof a chip’s electricalsignalsis ableto provide this type
of information. Such information is extremely useful in
failure analysisprocedures,which are designedto deter-
mine the root cause of chip failures.

3.0  QSA Detection Procedure
QSA analyzes a set of IDDQ measurements,each

obtained from individual supply pads from the
Chip-Under-Test(CUT). The resistive natureof the power
grid causesthe currentdrawn by the defectto be non-uni-
formly distributedto eachof thesupplypads.In particular,
thedefectdraws thelargestfractionof its currentfrom sup-
ply padstopologically “nearby”. The sameis true of the
leakagecurrents.However, only theleakagecurrentsin the
vicinity of thedefectcontribute to themeasuredcurrentin
thesepads.The smaller backgroundleakagecomponent
improves the accuracy of the defect current measurement.

The fraction of the defectcurrentprovided by eachof
the padsin the region of the defectis proportionalto the
equivalent resistancebetweenthe defectsite and eachof
thepads.Considerthe resistancemodelof a simplepower
supply grid as shown in Figure 1.



Here,Req0 throughReq3 representtheequivalentresis-
tancesbetweeneachof thesupplypadsandthedefectsite
shown in the centerof the figure. The following set of
equationsdescribetherelationshipbetweenthepowersup-
ply branchcurrents,I0 throughI3 andVdef, the voltageat
the defect site.

Considertheexampleshown in Figure1. As thedefect
is topologically closer to VDD3, it will have the lowest
equivalentresistanceto thatpadandthussourcethehigh-
est amountof current from that pad. Therefore,a defect
causesregional variationswhere the currentdrawn from
each pad is dependent on the equivalent resistance.

The defective device’s IDDQ consistsof two compo-
nents,thecurrentdrawn by thedefect,andtheleakagecur-
rent. If the transistordensityin the layout is regular, then
theleakagecurrentwill bedistributedevenlyamongall the
supplyports.Eachsupplyport in this casedraws thesame
amountof leakagecurrentasthe otherports.A defect,in
such a scenario,will causemore current to be sourced
from a topologicallycloserpadandcanbedetected.How-
ever if thetransistordensityin the layoutvariesacrossthe
design,shown for examplein Figure2, theleakagecurrent
sourcedby eachsupply pad will vary. This is due to the
fact that the leakagecurrent will be distributed by the
power grid proportionally, asa functionof resistance.This
localizedvariation of the leakagecurrentswill adversely
affect a regional information based defect detection
scheme.

Thekey observationconcerningleakagecurrentis that
it is effected most significantly by the global variations
introducedby changesin processand technology-related
parameters.In other words, the current variations intro-
ducedby variationsin theseparameterswill affect all tran-
sistorsand junctionsin a device in a similar manner. We
are not claiming that intra-device variationsdo not exist,
but rather, they aresmallerin magnitude.Theglobalnature
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Figure 1. Equivalent resistance network with defect
inside the circuit.
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of processvariationsscaletheleakagecurrentsto all supply
ports,makingit possibleto track it usingregressionanaly-
sis.

Linear regressionis usedto track theseglobal back-
ground leakagecurrentsand provides a meansof distin-
guishing them from the regional defect currents. The
procedureis basedon theanalysisof scatterplotsobtained
by plotting theIDDQ valuesat two supplyports.For exam-
ple, Figure3 representsa power grid with 16 VDD supply
ports.A setof defect-freespicesimulationsarerun on the
circuit wherethe leakageundereachsimulationis varied
randomly across the grid.

Figure4 shows thescatterplot obtainedby plotting the
IDDQ values at VDD1 against the IDDQ values at VDD5

obtainedundereachof thesesimulations.A leastsquares
estimateof the regression line is drawn through these
defect-freedata points. Two curves representing99.95%
prediction limits are shown around the regressionline,
delimiting a region referred to as the ProcessVariation
Zone (PVZ). Here, the prediction limits are sensitive to
boththenumberof simulationsor samplesandtheamount
of dispersionof the datapointsaroundthe regressionline
(Mean Square Error or MSE).

The PVZ representsthe defect-freechip space and
accountsfor intra-device processvariationsand measure-
mentnoise.Two morespicesimulationsarerun, onewith

Figure 2. Unequal transistor densities in the layout.
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defectA andanotherwith defectB insertedin thecircuit as
shown in Figure3. TheIDDQ valuesmeasuredatVDD1 and
VDD5 underthesetwo simulationmodelsarealsoplotted
in Figure4, labeledasA andB respectively. The regional
variationcausedby thesedefectsin VDD5 is notwell corre-
lated with the variation measuredat VDD1 on the same
chip. The large IDDQ at VDD5 in combinationwith the
smallIDDQ atVDD1 generatesdatapointsoutsidethePVZ.
For this pairing of VDDs, the position of the datapoints
outsidethe PVZ suggeststhat the last two circuit models
are defective.

The standardstatisticalmethodof analyzingvariance
in scatterplotsis throughresiduals.A residualis definedto
betheshortestdistancefrom a datapoint to theregression
line, asshown in Figure4. ResidualAnalysis,usedin com-
bination with the 99.95% prediction limits, make it
straightforward to decidethe pass/fail statusof a chip. If
morethanonescatterplotsareanalyzed,a testchip fails if
it producesat leastonedatapoint outsidethecorrespond-
ing PVZs.

One metric to evaluatethe effectivenessof the tech-
niquewould be to countthenumberof pairingsfor which
thedefectivedevicedatapointsfall outsidethePVZ. How-
ever, in addition to this metric, it is also meaningful to
examinethemagnitudesof theresiduals.In orderto make
this value meaningfulfor comparisonswith other values,
themagnitudeof theresidualsarenormalizedor standard-
ized using Equation 2.

Here,MSE is thevarianceof thedefect-freesimulation
residuals.For theexperimentsin this paper, theprediction
bandsareusedasthepass/fail thresholdfor identifying the
defectivedevicesandtheZRESvaluesareusedto evaluate
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the confidenceof the prediction.In otherwords,a device
fails if at leastone datapoint falls outsideof a predeter-
minedpredictionbandfor any VDD pairing.Moreover, the
confidencethata testdevice is defective is higherfor larger
values of ZRES.

4.0  Production Power Grid
Figure5 shows the80,000by 80,000unit layoutof the

PPG.ThePPGinterfacesto asetof externalpowersupplies
throughanareaarrayof VDD andGND C4 pads.A C4 pad
is asolderbumpfor anareaarrayI/O scheme.ThePPGhas
64 VDD C4s and210 GND C4s (not shown in Figure 5).
The 64 VDD C4sdivide the PPGinto 49 differentregions
calledQuads.Dueto spaceandtime constraints,it wasnot
possibleto runspicesimulationson theentirePPG.Rather,
a portion of the PPGconsistingof 9 quadswassimulated
usingspice.This portionconsistsof thelower left 9 Quads
asshown in Figure5, andis subsequentlyreferredto asthe
Q9. TheQ9 occupiesa 30,000by 30,000unit areaandhas
16 VDD C4’s.

Figure6(a)expandson thelower left cornerof thePPG
by showing a more detailed diagram of the 10,000 by
10,000unit region calledtheQuad.This is again expanded
in Figure6(b). At this level, it canbe seenthat the grid is
constructedover 4 layersof metalwith metal1 and3 run-
ning vertically andmetal2 and4 runninghorizontally. The
C4sareconnectedto wide runnersof verticalmetal5, indi-
catedasm5 in Figure6(a),thatarein turn connectedto the
m1-m4grid. In eachlayerof metal,theVDD andGND rails
alternate.In theverticaldirection,eachmetal1 rail is sepa-
ratedby a distanceof 432 units. The alternatingvertical
VDD andGND rails areconnectedtogetherusingalternat-
ing horizontalmetalrunners.Stackedcontactsareplacedat
the appropriatecrossingsof the horizontal and vertical
rails.

TheR modelof thePPGwasobtainedfrom anextrac-
tion script using parameters characterizing TSMC’s
0.25mmprocess.A well characterizedprobecard model
describedin [17] wasusedto modelthetesterpowersupply
and probe card contactresistanceto the chip. The com-
bined resistancenetwork containsapproximately27,000
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C4

VDDs

Figure 5. Layout of the PPG.



resistors per quad.
5.0  Simulation Models

The simulation models were derived according to the
current technology node, the expected chip size and nomi-
nal IDDQ for different categories of chips as described in
the ITRS. The maximum IDDQ for high performance
ASICs is predicted to be anywhere from 70mA to 150mA.
IDDQ for low power, low speed chips will be significantly
lower than these values and can be anywhere from 1mA to
a few tens of mA. The area of the chip, once is production,

is predicted to stay relatively constant around 140 mm2.
The total number of VDD/GND pads would be around
1700 for high performance ASICs out of which we expect

1/3rd will be VDDs (400 - 500 pads). As mentioned earlier,
due to memory and time constraints it is infeasible to run
simulations using the power grid for the whole chip.
Therefore a portion of the chip namely the Q9 is used for
running simulations to validate the proposed technique.
The IDDQ and chip area values shown above are scaled to
derive the background leakage values for the Q9. The area
of Q9, if fabricated in the 0.13µm technology node, would

be 4.85 mm2. Therefore, if the IDDQ for the whole chip is
about 150 mA the IDDQ for the Q9 will be around 5.2 mA.
To ensure that the model is not overly optimistic the num-
ber of VDD pads can be compared. There are 16 VDD pads
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in the Q9 which would translate to about 340 VDD pads in
the whole chip. This number is lower than the actual num-
ber of VDD pads predicted for the whole chip indicating
that the model is not overly optimistic, as it uses less mea-
surement points than available.

As the background leakage current has a wide range
depending on the type of chip being tested a range of 1mA
to 150mA was used to model the leakage current. 19 values
were selected in this range as the leakage values for
defect-free chips and the corresponding leakage values for
the Q9 were derived. These 19 defect-free models are
referred to as the uniform leakage models. 8 of these values
were in the range of 70mA to 150mA to model high perfor-
mance ASICs. The other 11 were from 1mA to 70mA that
model medium and low power chips. The values in each of
these subsets model chip-to-chip or inter-device process
variations in the base leakage. The leakage current is mod-
eled by placing about 31,500 current sources on the metal1
rails in the Q9. The metal1 rails in the layout represent the
transistor density in a particular region. Regions with
higher transistor densities have more metal1 rails than
regions with lower transistor densities. Placing the leakage
sources regularly along the metal1 rails emulates the effect
of having irregular transistor densities in the layout.

With decreasing device dimensions, one of the other
major problems facing most parametric testing techniques
is that of intra-device or region-to-region process varia-
tions. Although these local variation effects are signifi-
cantly lower than the global inter-device leakage variations
they cannot be ignored for current and future technology
nodes. These variations can be caused during any of the
several complex processing steps and are thus hard to
model. They could either be completely random over the
whole chip or could vary in different regions of the chip in
a regular fashion. For deriving our simulation models, we
consider three different intra-device process variation dis-
tributions, one random and two regular in nature.

The random distribution is modeled by first creating 4
random boxes with known minimum dimensions over the
Q9 as illustrated in Figure 7. The values of the uniform
leakage model sources that fall within each of these 4
regions were varied by +/-2.5% and +/-5%. This model is
referred to as Random-Boxes.

The first regular distribution model is called
Edge-to-Edge and is illustrated in Figure 8. Here the uni-
form leakage model current sources are varied from +5% to
-5% from one edge to the other. 20 rectangular vertical
slices are generated where the variation in each slice is
0.5%. Although the overall leakage current is not affected
significantly, this type of variation changes the local leak-
age distribution in different regions of the Q9.

The last model is also a regular distribution as shown in
Figure 9 and is referred to as Center-Out. Here 20 squares
are generated and the uniform leakage model current



sources are varied by -5% from the center to +5% at the
outermost square, with a 0.5% variation per square. This
model will not only change the local leakage distribution
but also affect the overall leakage current as the size of the
squares gradually increase as we move away from the cen-
ter.

Using the 19 uniform leakage values mentioned above
and the 3 local variation distributions a total of 76 defect
free simulation models were derived. 19 models incorpo-
rated no local variations and were just the uniform leakage
models. The others were combinations of each of these 19
uniform models with (1) Random-Boxes with +/-2.5% and
+/-5% variation regions, (2) Edge-to-Edge variation of +/
-5% and (3) Center-Out variation of +/-5%. A defect is
modeled by inserting one extra current source among the
31,500 leakage sources. Defects were placed in the quad
located in the center of Q9 as shown in Figure 10 and
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referred to as the Center Quad. 100 defect locations were
selected in the Center Quad such that they are regularly dis-
tributed in a two-dimensional mesh like structure as shown
in the figure. Different defect current values in combination
with a leakage current model from above and the 100
defect locations were used to generate 1800 defective
device simulation models.
6.0  Results and Discussion

Defect simulations were run using six different defect
current and leakage current combinations (DLCs). The uni-
form leakage boundary values for high performance
devices were used for the defect simulations and as
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described earlier, they were scaled by the dimensions of
Q9. Each of these combinations, shown in Table 1, were
used in conjunction with the 100 defect locations and 3 dif-
ferent local variation models to derive the 1800 defective
device models.

The defect draws the maximum amount of current from
pads topologically closer to the defect site. Thus most of
the defect current sourced by a defect in any quad, is sup-
plied by the four VDD pads that constitute the defective
quad. In other words, the defect causes minimal change in
the current sourced by pads outside the defective quad as
compared to the defective quad pads. This helps in reduc-
ing the number of VDD pairings analyzed for defect detec-
tion. The probability of detection is higher in each of the
scatter plots that include one pad from the defective quad
in combination with a pad from a neighboring quad. For
example, if the defect is located in the Center Quad in Fig-
ure 10, most of the current drawn by the defect is supplied
by VDD pads VDD5, VDD6, VDD9 and VDD10. The VDD

pairings with the highest detection probability in this case
will be, VDD1-VDD5, VDD4-VDD5, VDD5-VDD9,
VDD5-VDD6, VDD2-VDD6, VDD6-VDD7, VDD6-VDD10,
VDD10-VDD11, VDD10-VDD14, VDD10-VDD9,
VDD9-VDD13 and VDD9-VDD8. Thus for any defect in the
Center Quad we need to analyze the scatter plots obtained
using the above 12 VDD pairings. A similar procedure can
be used to construct the scatter plot combinations for
defects that occur in other quads.

This reduced set of scatter plots can be analyzed only if
the defective quad can be identified. In most cases, it is
simple to identify the defective quad by sorting the IDDQs
drawn from each pad in descending order. If the first three
pads are non-colinear and constitute a quad then that quad
is the defective quad. However, if the defect is very close to
the boundary of two quads this condition might not hold.
Consider the defect marked A in Figure 10. This defect
will draw maximum current from VDD10. The second and
third highest in the list can be VDD9, VDD11, VDD6 or
VDD14, depending on the resistance profile of the grid in
that region. In such cases, either all possible scatter plots
for each of these quads can to be considered or a technique
similar to the one proposed in our previous work on defect
diagnosis using QSA can be used to identify the defective

quad [5]. The second solution requires a small DFT struc-
ture to be inserted under each VDD C4 (see [5] for details).

6.1  Edge-to-Edge Local Variation Model
A total of 600 defect simulation models incorporated

this type of local variation. The defect free scatter plots
were generated using 38 defect free models namely, 19 uni-
form leakage models and 19 Edge-to-Edge defect-free
models. The data analysis for these set of simulations is
presented in Table 2. As shown in the first two rows of the
table all the 600 defects were detected in this case. Also
shown in row three is the average number of detections for
all the defects over all the 12 scatter plots. A higher number
suggests that each defect was detected multiple number of
times in different scatter plots.

The higher probability of detections in this case would
be for scatter-plots between pads that are well correlated in
presence of this type of intra-device process variations.
Closely studying Figure 8 reveals that all scatter plots
between VDD pads that are located vertically adjacent to
each other should provide the best results. This is con-
firmed by looking at the number of detections per scatter
plot (not shown in table), where all such scatter plots con-
sistently have higher number of detections than the ones
that analyze horizontally adjacent VDD pads.

Figure 11 shows the detection sensitivity for all the 100
defect locations over the 12 scatter plot pairings for DLC
#3. This combination has the minimum defect current in
the presence of 150mA of uniform leakage current. The x
and the y axis give the location of the defect in the center
quad and the z dimension reports the maximum difference,

DLC
#

Chip
Uniform
Leakage

Scaled Q9
Uniform
Leakage

Defect
Current

1 150mA 5.192mA 100µA

2 150mA 5.192mA 50µA

3 150mA 5.192mA 25µA

4 70mA 2.422mA 50µA

5 70mA 2.422mA 25µA

6 70mA 2.422mA 10µA

Table 1: Defect and uniform leakage combinations used
for defect simulations.

DLC # 1 DLC # 2 DLC # 3 DLC # 4 DLC # 5 DLC # 6

Total number of defects 100 100 100 100 100 100

Defects detected 100 100 100 100 100 100

Average number of detec-
tions over 12 scatter plots

9.03 7.18 6.09 6.91 5.88 5.01

Table 2: Edge-to-Edge Local Variation Detection Data



Zdiff, between the standardized residuals (ZRES) of a
defective device data point and the prediction band. The
maximum Zdiff value gives the measure of confidence with
which a device can be deemed as defective. In cases where
the device data point falls outside the prediction bands of
more than one scatter plot the probability of false detection
is reduced. However, if the device data point is an outlier in
only one or very few scatter plots then a safety threshold
can be used for the minimum value of Zdiff required in at
least one scatter plot to deem the device defective. If the
maximum Zdiff value reported here is greater than the
threshold the device can be identified as defective. As
described earlier in Section 3, the standardized residuals
are computed as the ratio of the defective device residual
and the square root of the MSE. The MSE of a particular
scatter plot is determined by variance of the defect free
residuals. Thus scatter plots with highly correlated defect
free device data points will have lower MSE values and
thus higher detection sensitivity. Similar analysis was per-

Figure 11. Edge-to-Edge model: Maximum Zdiff
value distribution for DLC # 3.
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formed for all defect models and also other local variation
models. Due to space limitations only the detection results
are presented here for these models.

6.2  Center-Out Local Variation Model
A total of 600 defect simulation models incorporated

this type of local variation model. The defect free scatter
plots were generated using 38 defect free models namely,
19 uniform defect-free models and 19 Center-Out
defect-free models. The data analysis for these set of simu-
lations is presented in Table 3. As shown in the first two
rows of the table all the 600 defects were detected in this
case. Also shown in row three is the average number of
detections for all the defects over all the 12 scatter plots.
Compared to the previous model, the affect on detection
sensitivity for this model is higher with decreasing defect
currents. Also the absolute values suggest that devices with
this type of variations will be harder to screen than former
regular type of variation. Close inspection of Figure 9
would suggest that in this case scatter plots between VDD

pads that fall inside the same local variation band should
provide better results. In our case, that translates to scatter
plots between the four VDD pads that surround the Center
Quad and this trend was observed in the average number of
detections per scatter plot.
6.3  Random-Boxes Local Variation Model

Again, a total of 600 defect simulation models incorpo-
rated this type of local variation model. The defect free
scatter plots were generated using 38 defect free models
namely, 19 uniform defect-free models and 19 Ran-
dom-Boxes defect-free models. The data analysis for these
set of simulations is presented in Table 4. As shown in the
first two rows of the table all the defects except some in
DLC #6 were detected in this case. Also it should be noted
that 2 defect-free devices fall outside the prediction bands
by a very small margin, when 99.95% confidence limits are
used. Chips that incorporate these type of intra-device pro-

DLC # 1 DLC # 2 DLC # 3 DLC # 4 DLC # 5 DLC # 6

Total number of defects 100 100 100 100 100 100

Defects detected 100 100 100 100 100 100

Average number of detec-
tions over 12 scatter plots

7.21 4.75 3.3 5.41 3.87 3.3

Table 3: Center-Out Local Variation Detection Data

DLC # 1 DLC # 2 DLC # 3 DLC # 4 DLC # 5 DLC # 6

Total number of defects 100 100 100 100 100 100

Defects detected 100 100 100 100 100 81

Average number of detec-
tions over 12 scatter plots

9.78 6.99 3.58 8.44 5.26 1.41

Table 4: Random-Boxes Local Variation Detection Data



cess variations are the hardest to screen as the change in
leakage distribution over different regions of the chip is
random in nature. More significant variations of random
nature can reduce the defect detection sensitivity of this
technique. This model was incorporated as it is expected to
be present in a real processing environment. +/-2.5% and
+/-%5 variations in the uniform leakage value might be too
high or too low depending on the maturity and the control
of the process. Also we have ensured in the model that the
boxes affected by the variations are small enough to affect
the leakage characteristics of the Quad and the Q9. If these
type of variations are present over larger regions, such that
they encompass regions bigger than that bounded by the 4
surrounding VDD pads, their adverse effect on the detec-
tion sensitivity will be reduced. If these variations are com-
pletely random over very small regions or even at a single
transistor level, we expect that they might be averaged out
thus again aiding the detection sensitivity of our technique.

As this model is random in nature the correlation coef-
ficients of many scatter plots are comparable and so the
maximum Zdiff values are spread over all these scatter
plots. In majority of cases, scatter plots that use VDD pads
in vicinity of the defect location are better at detecting the
defect. Also it should be noted that the variance in the
defect free data points is the highest for this model and
therefore the maximum Zdiff are significantly lower than
the other two models.

6.4  Discussion
As presented in the previous three subsections, in most

cases the proposed QSA technique is able to detect defects
drawing as low as 10µA and 25µA current in the presence
of 70mA and 150mA of leakage current. The major advan-
tage of this technique is that it is scalable with increasing
chip size as it distribute the leakage over a set of measure-
ments. Many defects are detected in more than one scatter
plot in most cases. This suggests that a set of experimental
test chips can be used to predetermine the number of scat-
ter plots to be analyzed, thus decreasing the number of cur-
rent measurements required by this technique. Although
the test time is expected to increase at most linearly, it
might not be an exact multiple of the number of measure-
ments made. This is due to the fact that for steady state
measurements the setup time for the test is common over
all these measurements. These measurements can be made
either using specialized hardware on the ATE, on chip
monitors or off chip monitors mounted on the probe card.
Some ATE today have more that one power supply unit
and have current measurement capabilities on each of this
units. Several low cost desktop DFT testers have been pro-
posed that will be able to make multiple IDDQ measure-
ments. Along with the defect detection capabilities, QSA
data can provide extra information that can be leveraged
for (1) a more balanced power grid design, (2) solving over

heating and power dissipation problems associated with
scan-based testing, (3) to study variability in the fabrication
process and (4) as described earlier to physically determine
the location of the defect in the device. Like all other IDDQ

techniques, this technique will also be affected by the reso-
lution of the measurement instruments. Although it is desir-
able to have highly accurate current measurement
capabilities to optimally exploit the advantages of this tech-
nique, the loss of resolution due to less accurate measure-
ments is of the same order as all other techniques.

A lot of IDDQ techniques have been proposed in the last
decade to address the challenges posed by high background
leakage currents and process variations. All these tech-
niques are based on a single IDDQ measurement per circuit
configuration. IDDQ thus measured corresponds to the cur-
rent drawn by the sensitized defect and the leakage current
distributed over the whole chip. To overcome this diluting
of defect current contribution, IDDQ measured under differ-
ent test vectors is analyzed for detection. It would be diffi-
cult for these techniques to detect defects with very low
defect current in the presence of very high leakage currents.
Also these techniques are susceptible to inter-device, state
dependent and vector-to-vector variations. For example, if
all the devices are affected by these variation effects and
have a 1% variance in the uniform leakage value of 150mA,
that translates to 1.5mA of variance between different
devices over one vector. It would be very difficult for any
vector-to-vector analysis technique to detect defects that
draw a few tens of µA of defect current. As an alternative,
the proposed technique uses multiple measurements for a
single vector and analyzes them to reduce the adverse
effects of these type of variations. However, the resolution
of QSA will be affected by the magnitude and the distribu-
tion of intra-device process variations. In this paper, we
used three intra-device process variation models with varia-
tions in the range of +/-5% to demonstrate the detection
capabilities of QSA. The resolution of this technique is
likely to reduce, than reported in this work, with higher val-
ues of these type of variations. Although it is not possible to
fairly compare existing techniques that are based on single
measurement and vector-to-vector analysis with QSA that
uses multiple measurement and per vector analysis, it is
clear that the resolution of QSA will be higher than most of
the existing techniques. It must be noted that the increase in
resolution is obtained at the expense of making multiple
measurements, which in turn translates to increase in test
time. However, the significant increase in resolution can
enable IDDQ testing in present and future technology gener-
ations and can compensate for the increase in the test cost.
One other major advantage is that this technique can be
used in combination with any existing vector-to-vector
analysis technique to further improve the defect resolution
of the entire IDDQ test suite as conceptually represented in



Figure 12.

TheQSAanalysispresentedin thiswork canbeusedto
performa per vectoranalysisfor eachvector. Theneither
an enhancedversion of QSA or any other pre-existing
techniquecanbeusedto performthevector-to-vectoranal-
ysis.Thevector-to-vectoranalysiscanbeperformedeither
by addingthecurrentsfrom all themeasurementsor indi-
vidually at eachsupplypad.All thedatereportedin litera-
ture usesonly one IDDQ measurementand thereforenot
directly applicable to this technique.We are currently
designinghardware experimentsto validate most of the
work presentedherein hardware,however to make it sta-
tistically meaningfula largepopulationwould berequired,
which could only be provided by an industrial partner.

7.0  Conclusions
A novel defectdetectiontechniquebasedon leakage

calibrationusing multiple IDDQ measurementsper vector
calledQuiescentSignalAnalysisis proposedin this paper.
Thedetectionprocedureis basedon regressionanalysisin
combinationwith outlier analysis.The defect detection
capabilitiesof this techniqueare demonstratedusing an
extensive set of spicesimulations.The robustnessof this
techniqueto very high backgroundleakagecurrentsand
significantinter-deviceaswell asintra-deviceprocessvari-
ationsis presented.Thedetectionsensitivity is analyzedin
presenceof threedifferenttypeof intra-device leakagedis-
tribution models.Analysishasbeenprovided to show that
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Figure 12. Combination of QSA and other
vector-to-vector analysis techniques in a test suite.

the scalabilityandsensitivity of this techniqueis expected
to be betterthan existing IDDQ techniques.The increased
resolutionprovidedby this methodcanenableIDDQ testing
in high performanceASICs and can compensatethe
increasein costdueto multiple measurements.We arecur-
rently developing a test chip to study the effectivenessof
this methodin silicon. This will alsoenableus to enhance
the technique and propose a vector-to-vector analysis
extension to this work.
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